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An example of a Schroedinger équation with almost periodic
potential and nowhere dense spectrum*

JURGEN MOSER

§1. Introduction

It is well known that the spectrum of a second order differential operator

with a continuous periodic potential q(x) q(x +1) with period / > 0 is given by an
infinité or finite séquence of intervais extending to +<*>. In the latter case one of
the intervais extends to infinity. Hère we consider the unique selfadjoint extension
of the above operator considered in C"omp(R), the space of twice continuously
differential functions on the real line R with compact support. Such a selfadjoint
extension, with dense domain in L2(R), is unique since this problem is in the
"limit point case."

Little is known about the spectrum of such operators if q(x) is a continuous
almost periodic function, since one has too little information about the solutions
of the differential équation L4> \<f> in this case. One knows examples of some

hyperelliptic functions q(x), which are almost periodic, even quasi-periodic for
which the spectrum again consists of a finite number of intervais, one of which
extends to +oo. Thèse hyperelliptic functions are, in fact, meromorphic on the
Riemann surface constructed from two copies of the complex plane slit along the
intervais which constitute the spectrum. For thèse considérations see Dubrovin,
Novikov and Matveev [3, 9].

Thèse examples are, however, in no way typical but rather exceptional, and

generally one has to expect a much more complicated spectrum for almost

periodic potentials. We want to mention a paper by Dynaburg and Sinai [4] in
which it is shown that for quasi-periodic potentials with certain number theoreti-
cal restrictions on the frequency basis there exists a Cantor set extending to

*This work was partially supported by the National Science Foundation Grant, MCS 77-01986
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infinity which is contained in the spectrum. Recently Rùssmann [8] gave a simpler
proof of this theorem and sharpened the resuit. However, thèse theorems only
assert the containment of the Cantor set in the spectrum and it is not excluded
that the spectrum is actually a halfline.

Hère we want to construct a simple example of an almost periodic potential
for which the spectrum is in fact a Cantor set. Actually, the potential is

constructed as a limit periodic function, which is a function which can be

uniformly approximated by periodic functions (see Besicovitch [1]). Thèse form a

spécial class of almost periodic functions for which the frequencies are rational
multiples of one fixed positive number, which we could normalize to 1. Even for
this simple kind of potential one finds such a complicated spectrum. We will show

that in the neighborhood of any periodic potential in C(R)-topology there are limit
periodic potentials with nowhere dense spectrum.

The idea of the construction is simply the following: We observe that for a

periodic potential the gaps in the complément of the spectrum are given by the

instability intervais, i.e. those À-intervais for which the solutions are unbounded.

If M M(A) is the 2 by 2 matrix which takes

/y(0)\
Vy'(O)/

then the eigenvalues jul, jul"1 of M, the so-called Floquet multipliers, are either real

or on the unit circle. They are the solutions of the quadratic équation

where A =4(À) trM is the so-called discriminant. The instability intervais are
characterized as those real À for which |/x| ^ 1 or Zl2>4, and their boundaries by
fx2 1 or A ±2. It is possible that such an instability interval collapses, which

amounts to a double root of A2~A. This situation occurs precisely if ail solutions
of the eigenvalue équation L<f> \<f> are periodic of period 21; therefore one
speaks of coexistence of periodic solutions, a case which has been frequently
discussed in the literature [6, 7].

A potential q(x) of period l has, of course, also 21, 3/,... etc. as periods, and

considered as a function of period ml the matrix M has to be replaced by Mw and

M, by jutm, and A by Am jutm + n~m.
For m 2, 3,... the roots of the équation A2n 4 correspond to roots of unity

M, : fjt2m 1 and for thèse k one has a periodic solution of period 2ml However,
thèse roots, which are not also roots of A2 4, are ail double roots of A2^ 4, i.e.

we always hâve coexistence for ail roots of (42n-4)/(42-4). This is simply due to
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the fact that for eigenvalues fi, /ut"1 fl which are roots of unity différent from ±1
the eigenvectors of M are linearly independent and are the initial values of the
desired periodic solutions. This coexistence is due to the fact that the potential has

the period l while the period of the solutions is 2ml However, if we perturb the

given potential with a function of period ml the coexistence will in gênerai be

destroyed and an interval of instability will be formed. If we apply such a

séquence of perturbations with longer and longer periods the instability intervais
will become dense and the resulting potential a limit periodic function.

The fact that generically coexistence of periodic solutions is destroyed is not
surprising. But it is important to observe that a double root of 4^-4 will not
disappear under perturbation but generically split into two real roots. Assume we
hâve âm +2 at such a double root, then it turns out that after a small

perturbation the local maximum of the corresponding discriminant is always ^2
and generically >2. This fact can be derived from a closer investigation of the
second variation of Am (see Section 4).

Aside from proving the above statement we will discuss the Floquet theory
from a geometrical point of view. Our discussion is based on the rotation number

arg(y(x)-iy'(x))
a lim -

X—oo X

which exists for any periodic potential, and is the same for any nontrivial solution

y of Ly Ay. This defines a continuous monotone increasing function a a(A)^
0 which is constant on the intervais of instability, but strictly increasing on the

spectrum. In fact, in the interior of the spectrum one has

=1dk

where equality can occur at any point only if q is a constant. The constant values

of a on the instability interval are of the form (ir/0/> J 1> 2,3,... In [3] the

quantity a(À) is referred to as "quasimomentum."
It is conceivably a generic phenomenon, in the sensé of Baire category, that

for a limit periodic, or even an almost periodic potential the spectrum is such a

Cantor set. This will not be proven hère.* In particular, it would require the
existence and continuity of the above rotation number a. Actually this limit exists

and dépends continuously on À for an arbitrary continuous almost periodic
potential, as was proven recently by Russell Johnson, USC. Moreover, a spectral
theoretical interprétation of a a(À) can be given, showing that the set of

constancy intervais of a (À) agrée with the complément of the spectrum.

* Added in proof : We learned that J. Avron and B. Simon just hâve proved such a resuit.
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Thèse results will be présentée! elsewhere and hère we restrict ourselves to
proving the underlined statement.

Our aim will be to construct a limit periodic potential q(x) for which the
function a a (À) also exists and is a Cantor function: It is continuous and takes

any rational value of the form //2n, jisl, n^O both integers, on an interval of
positive length. The complément of thèse intervais forms the spectrum of the

operator L —(d/dx)2 + q(x).
It is a known phenomenon that the rotation number a a(À) of a circle

mapping M(À) depending on a parameter generally takes ail rational values on
intervais of positive length. This is connected with the "lock in" phenomenon of
nonlinear oscillation. A rational mapping of this type can be found in [5]. For the
circle mapping induced by

on the rays through the origin this does not happen however, because of the

linearity of this mapping. The point of the présent note can be seen in the
observation that the phenomenon of dense résonance can occur even in the linear
case, if the coefficients are almost periodic.

The paper [10] by G. Scharf is devoted to the study of the spectrum for almost

periodic potentials. His resuit can be also used to effectively investigate the
rotation number a (À), and describe a (À) as the boundary values of a positive
harmonie function in the upper halfplane. However, the phenomenon of dense

spectrum was not noted there. In some récent preliminary draft Joseph Avron and

Barry Simon ("Cantor Sets, Almost Periodic Hill's Equations, and the Rings of
Saturn," Cal. Inst. Technology) announced various statements about the spectrum
of almost periodic potentials, as well as the appearance of Cantor sets as

spectrum.
Finally, I should like to thank Russell Johnson for supplying me with a proof

of the existence proof for the rotation number for almost periodic potential as

well as for substantial advice. Also I am grateful tô P. Deift and E. Zehnder for
reading the manuscript and suggesting improvements.

§2. The rotation number

We consider the difïerential équation

y" Q(x)y (2.1)
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where O(x) is a real continuous function of period I. Later on we will take
Q(x) q(x) — À so that Q dépends on the parameter À. With this équation one

can associate a flow on, a torus by identifying points ci for ci= 0 in the plane.

Or introducing polar coordinates (Priifer transformation, see [7])

y r sin 0, y ' r cos 6 for r > 0

one finds the differential équation

— cos2 0 - Q(x) sin2 0 (2.2)
dx

which can be viewed as a vectorfield on the torus by identifying 0 mod 2tt and

.x mod l For such a vectorfield the rotation number

9(x)
a ~ lim

x-*» X

exists and is independent of the choice of 0(0). Since arg(y-iy') 0-tt/2
(mod 2tt) it follows that for any non vanishing solution y(x) of (2.1)

a lim

exists and is independent of the particular solution. It also does not matter that
the argument is defined only mod 2tt since this constant drops out in the limit.

It is useful to express a in terms of the number N(x) of zeroes of a nontrivial
solution in the interval (0, x). Since at zéro £ of y(x) the angle 0 is an intégral
multiple of tt one sees from (2.2) that dO/dx 1 > 0 at x & i.e. 0 increases at
such a value. From this fact it follows readily that

6(x)-ttN(x)

is bounded for ail x and hence

a 7rlim —. (2.3)

By Sturm's comparison theorem [6] one sees at once: If Q(x)^Q(x) are two
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periodic function and a, à the corresponding rotation numbers then

ai=<*, (2.4)

for any choice of the corresponding nontrivial solutions y, y. This shows again the

independence of a from the particular solution, if we take Q Q. Moreover, by
(2.3),

a^O. (2.5)

Finally we relate a to Floquet theory, in the case that the Roquet multipliers
jul, /ljl"1 are not real, the stable case. In that case (2.1) admits a complex solution
w(x) satisfying

(2.6)

or with y, el3, fi being defined only mod 2tt,

w(x) el&x/lp(x)

where p(x) has period / and does not vanish. Therefore p(x) describes a closed

curve with an integer winding number

Replacing p by P + 2?r/ we can achieve that this winding number is zéro and this

way define ]3 completely and not only mod 2ir. We can take |3 ^0, otherwise we
replace w by w and hence |3 by — fi.

This solution can be written in the form

w(x) el(fix/l)p(x)els(x) (2.7)

where both p(x)>0, s(x) have period f. We show that

fi la. (2.8)

For this purpose we consider the real solution

y Re w(x) p(x) cos (—+ s(x) J
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and note that the number N(x) of zeroes in (0, x) satisfies

1T

so that (2.3) implies (2.8).
The Floquet solution (2.6) is déterminée only up to a complex factor

One usually normalized \c\ by requiring that the Wronskian

One computes from (2.7) that this Wronskian has the value

so that

Inserting this into (2.7) we find the differential équation

p"=Qp + p-3. (2.9)

From the above relation we find

l *-*» x

On the other hand p being a positive function of period l we find

a =1 f-2 d fp-2 dx =y flwWI"2 dx (2.10)

showing again a ^ 0, and even a > 0 in case of stability.
For an actual calculation of a (mod (2tt/1)) we return to the Floquet matrix:

Let Y(x) be the two by two matrix satisfying

y(o)=i- (2-n)
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Then the Floquet matrix M is given by M Y(l) and its eigenvalues jx by

^2-4jul + 1 0 where A=trM.

Hence in the stable case, jll elfi we hâve

or
4=2cosla. (2.12)

Now we take Q(x) q(x)-A, so that, for fixed q(x), a becomes a fonction of
À. By (2.4) it is a monotone increasing which is, moreover continuous. This is a

well known property of the rotation number, due to P. Bohl (see, e.g. [5]). For
A<minq(x) one has Q(x)>0, and so any solution has at most one zéro, i.e.

a (A) 0. On the other hand, again by Sturm comparison theorems a (À)-» +o° as

À —» oo, so that a takes on ail nonnegative values. In the stability intervais one has

for the Floquet multiplier. Because of the continuity and monotonicity one
concludes that in the instability intervais a is a constant, an integer multiple of
ir/l.

If we define the clipped discriminant

{+2
if 4(A)>2

A(k) if -2^A(A)^+2
-2 if 4(A)<-2

then we hâve from (2.12)

Incidentally, although a is differentiable in the interior of the stability interval it
does not even hâve a one-sided derivative at the boundary of an uncollapsed
instability interval, since a behaves like V|A-À0| there.

§3. a(Q) as a functional

We saw that a(Q) is a monotone decreasing functional in the sensé of (2.4). It
is generally not differentiable but for a potential Q for which one has nonreal
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multipliers fx it has a functional derivative Sa/8Q -fc(x), defined by

for any continuous q(x) of period l We insert the minus sign, since k(x) will turn
out to be positive. In particular, if Q q(x)-k we set a(Q) a(\,q) and get,
with q -l,

« k(x)dx. (3.1)

Dubrovin [2] showed that

k{x) — (3.2)

where w is the Floquet solution (2.6) normalized by ww' -ww' -2i. We will
dérive the relation (3.2) at the end of this section. Thus k(x) is positive (if the

Floquet multiplier is not real) which shows that a a (À, q) satisfies the estimate

|Sa|<sup|&ï| • I k(x) dx =sup|Sq| • — (3.3)

We also dérive from (3.1) and (2.10)

d(a2) ^2f
dk dk l

by Schwarz' inequality. Equality on the right occurs only if p, and hence q9 is a

constant. This proves a statement of the introduction.
Although the functional a a(Q) is not everywhere differentiable, the

discriminant A =tr Y(l) is.

By solving the differential équation

'=(q J z(o)=o

for the first variation Z 8Y of Y where Y(x) is the fundamental solution of
(2.11), we verify readily

~tx(Y(l)Y-\x)EY(x))9 E Ç °). (3.4)
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In similar forms this formula can be found in [7], [9]. We rewrite it in several
différent forms.

If we write the fundamental matrix Y(x) in the form

then yi, y2 are linearly independent solutions of (2.1) normalized at jc O. In
terms of thèse solutions (3.4) takes the form

~ Ay i(x) + By 1(x)y2(x) + Cy |(x)
ÔO (3.5)

A y2(0, B y2(0 - y^l), C y i(0.

The three products y?, yxy2, yl are linearly independent functions since their
Wronskian is

2(y1y2-y'1y2)3 2^0.

In particular, we see from (3.5) that A has a critical point, i.e. 8A/8Q 0, if and

only if A B C 0, i.e. if Y(l) is a multiple of the identity. Since its déterminant

is 1 this means that Y(l) ±1 which in turn means that ail solutions of (2.1)

satisfy

y(x + 0 ±y(x), (3.6)

or y2(x) has period l We conclude: The discriminant â(Q) has a critical point at
Q if and only if y2(x) has period l for ail solutions of (2.1). In terms of the function
A A(\, q) the condition is équivalent for A2-4 to hâve a double zéro, as

function of À (see [7]).
The gradient ôA/ôq can be represented in another way as

(37)

where </>(*) is a nontrivial solution of (2.1) with y(£) 0, y'(£) ^ 0; of course,
dépends also on £

It suffices to prove this resuit for £ 0, since the gênerai resuit follows by
translation. Setting x 0 in (3.5) we find
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which proves (3.7) since y2(0) 0, y2(0) 1. We conclude from (3.7) that Sâ/ôQ
has period L

Finally, we express 8A/8Q K(x) in terms of the Floquet solution (2.7),
assuming now that the Hoquet multiplier of (2.1) is not real. Then on account of
(3.5) 8A/8Q can be expressed as a linear combination of the 3 products w2, ww,
w2 and since it is of period l it must be a multiple of ww p2. If we normalize w

again by ww'-w'w -2i the constant is determined by

8â 2

as we will show now. This will lead to a proof of (3.2) if we differentiate
A 2 cos la and use 8a/8Q - k.

The détermination of this constant could be done as follows: We use that the

products yjy2 of solutions of (2.1) as well as K satisfy the third order differential
équation

K"'-4QK'~2Q'K 0.

In the stable case K is a solution of period l of this équation, by which it is

determined up to a constant. This équation possesses the intégral

K{K"-2QK)-\Ka

as one vérifies immediately. Its value can be determined at x 0, since from (3.5)
one finds K(0) y2(l); X'(0) y2(/)-yi(0, Kw(0) 2(y2(0O(0-yi(0) that the
above intégral has the value

-HyKQ+y t(0)2+2(y 1(l)y'2(l) -
-|(trY(0)2+2

|(4- A2) -|(fi - ji"1)2 2 sin2 la.

On the other hand from the differential équation (2.9) we obtain for R p2

R(R"-2QR)-$R'2 2

so that indeed

K - ±p2 sin la.

To show that the sign is + we can use the monotonicity of a.
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§4. The second variation of A

The collapse of an instability interval at a point À* corresponds to a double
zéro of A2 — 4, which by the previous section is tantamount to the vanishing of the
first variation 8A/8Q at Q q(x)-\*. At such a point we will need the second
variation of A, which we now compute.

Therefore we assume that for the considered function Q(x) ail solutions of
(2.1) satisfy (3.6). Replacing Q(x) by Q(x) + eq(x) we détermine the correspond-
ing fundamental matrix

It satisfies the équations

where

With

S(x) Y-1(x)EY(x)

one solves the équations in the form

Y1{x)=Y(x)^S(t)q(t)dt

Y2(x)= Y(x) f [s(t)S(s)q(t)q(s)dxdt.

From thèse relations one computes readily

2 dez le=0
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where the sign corresponds to that of Y(l) ±l. Further we find

tr (S(t)S(s)) -(yi(f)y2(s) - yi(s)y2(f))2.

This expression is the same for any basis of solutions 4>t(x)9 <f>2(x) with
Wronskian + 1, so we hâve

ld2A 1 f1 f1

2 de g==0 2 Jq Jq

lV V

Finally, if we introduce the 3 functions

~ y2/j ^*^3 ^Pl^Pî (4.2)

of period l we get

We see from this formula that the second variation is a quadratic form of rank
3 and its null space N is the orthogonal complément of the space of <Pl9 4>2, <£3.

Moreover, the quadratic form (4.3) has a 1-dimensional subspace on which it is

négative definite and a two-dimensional subspace on which it is positive; it is of
type (2,1).

We obtain for Q q(x) - À, q — 1 the second À-derivative, and get from (4.1)

±r-—

The negativity follows from Schwarz' inequality. Hence, at a point À* at which
A(À*) +2, id'(A*) 0 one has always a nondegenerate maximum, and similarly
for â(k*)~—2, 4'(A*) 0 a nondegenerate minimum.

PROPOSITION 1. Consider the potential q(x) + eq^x) of period l where for A*

Unless qt lies in the space span {1, N} (where N is the orthogonal complément of
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4>2, #3) then for e^O si#denfly smaH at some point À*(e) near A* we hâve

This proposition expresses that generically a collapsed instability interval will
"open up."

Proof. We give the proof in the case A (A*, q) 2. With some constant k we
set

Q(x, e) q(x) - A* + eq(x), q qx(x) - k.

If we détermine k so that

0=1 <Pxq dx I «f^! dx - k I $! dx

- this is possible since $x >0 - then the right hand side of (4.3) is positive, unless q
is orthogonal to 4>2> #3. By construction it is orthogonal to <£l5 i.e. q ql — KeNy
which would contradict our assumption. Hence for A*(e) A* + K£ we hâve

and from the Taylor expansion of A(Q)

if e^= 0 is sufficiently close to zéro, as was to be proven. The same argument holds

clearly for the case A(A*, q) -2.
In particular, we can always choose qx so, that the local maximum of

4 (A, q + eqi) near A is larger than 2.

This can be made more explicit if one makes use of the fact that the basis

<t>\> 4>2 can be replaced by (a<pi + b^2» c<f>i + d<f>2) where ad - 6c 1 by which <Pl9

<î>2, <£3 are replaced by
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where the

/è(
c=(è(

matrix C (c

a2 + fc2-c2-!

ac + bd

JURGEN MOSER

rfc) is given by

\ ï(^ —^ ~^~ c —d

^ 2V^ — ^ — ^ 4" d

ac-bd

afe + c<A

afr-cd)
ad + 5c/

PROPOSITION 2. It is always possible to find a basis <f>l9 <f>2 of (1.2) with
Wronskian - 1 such that the three fonctions 4>x, 4>2> ^3 of (4.2) satisfy

i 0 for j^k.

In other words, for this basis we hâve

f 4 _ f 4 f1 3 _ f '
3I <l>i dx — I <f>2 dx\ I <f>i<t>2 dx — I <£>i<£>2 dx — 0.

We indicate the proof. The main observation is that the mapping x-»Cx;
xeR3 préserves the quadratic form x\-x\-x\y so that CeSO(l, 2). In fact the
mapping

c

defines a homomorphism of Sl(2) into SO(1,2). This mapping is not onto, but
only onto the component of SO(1, 2) containing the identity, which is charac-
terized by cxl>0.

Now we apply the theorem of linear algebra that the two quadratic forms

2

dx and x\ — x\-x\

can be simultaneously diagonalized, i.e. brought into the form

K\X\ 4" K2X2 4* K3X35 X j X2 X3

by a linear transformation. Such a transformation belongs to SO(1, 2) since the
second form is preserved. Since we can still replace x, by ±xJ we can assume that
the linear transformation belongs to the component of SO(1, 2) containing the
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identity. Therefore this transformation can be realized by a change of basis

(4>i, <t>i) -* (<*<f>i + b<f)2, c<t>x + d<£2).

If we write q in terms of such a basis

3

j l
+ n, neN

then (4.3) takes the form

±2d?

where

A, (V
We mention t

— AjÇj-f A2Ç2
e=0

dx.

hat the above basis

+ A3£i (4.4)

4>x, 4>2 is unique up to the obvious changes

if A2 i= A3, i.e. if

If this condition is violated the basis is fixed only up to a rotation.
The représentation (4.4) makes it clear that for q Ç2^ + £3^3^0 the

maximum of 4(A, q + eq) near A* is increased.

§5. Construction of the example

We normalize the basic period to lo-ir and consider an arbitrary continuous

function qo(x) of period Zo. In any neighborhood of q0 we will construct a limit
periodic function q(x) with a Fourier séries

q(x) ao+ X (cijs cos s2~Jx + bJS sin s2-I
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for which the rotation number a (À, q) a(À) takes on every rational number of
the form s • 2~\ s^O, f^Oon an interval of positive length. More precisely, we
will prove the

THEOREM. Given t}>0; qoeC(R) of period tt there exists a limit periodic
continuous function q with basic frequencies 2~J (j 0,1 • • •) in lk-%||<'n for
which (i) the rotation number a (À) a (À, q) exists and is continuous, (ii) a (À) takes

on each rational numbers of the form s • 2~\ s, f ^ 0 on an interval of positive length
and (iii) the union

E= U int a-\s • 2"')
s.t^O

of thèse intervais is dense on R. E is contained in the complément of the spectrum
a(L) of L —D2 + q; hence cr(L) is nowhere dense.

Remark. According to some récent resuit by R. Johnson the rotation number
exists and is continuous for every almost periodic continuous function q(x), so
that (i) follows. For completeness we give a proof of (i) on our simpler situation.

Proof. (a) We write the rational numbers of the form s • 2~fs^l, f^O as a

séquence rr We choose the labelling in the following way: rx-\, r2 l, then

r3, r4,..., r8 dénote ail rationals ^2 with denominator 22 4 not listed before,
and more gênerai, rv(N_1)+1 < • • • < rv(N) N dénote ail rationals of denominator
2N in 0<r^N not listed before. Thus r1? r2,..., rv(N) is a list of ail positive
rationals with denominators 1,2,22,..., 2N in the interval 0< r^N. One vérifies
that v(N) N-2N.

We set also /, =tt2n for v(N-l) + l^j^v(N), N^O so that

with some integer sr
We will construct q(x) as the limit of continuous functions qv(x), v^O of

period lv for which the rotation number Ov(À) a (À, qv) takes on the value rv on
an interval of positive length.

In the following we will constantly use the fact mentioned already above, that
for any periodic function p the rotation number a (A, p) dépends continuously on
À, and also on p in the class of continuous functions of fixed period. Moreover,
the spectrum of -D2 + p agrées with the set of À where a (À, p) is strictly
increasing. Thèse facts, not obvious, for a limit periodic function will be forced for
the function q by the construction of c^ for which q limv_^oo qv.
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(b) Construction of qv\ We assume that q,(x) of period l} j 1, 2,..., v are
constructed already so that a, (A) a (A, q}) takes on the values rur2,...,rj on
intervais of positive length. Moreover, ev > 0 is any positive number which may
dépend on q0, ql9..., qv, and 17 >0; then we construct a continuous function
qv+i(x) of period lv+l such that

\\qv+1-qv\\<ev (5.2)

and such that av+i(A) a(A, qv+i) takes on ru r2,..., rv+i in intervais of positive
length.

Since av(A) is a continuous monotone increasing function taking on ail positive
values there exists a A* Af such that

av(A*) rv+1. (5.3)

If av takes this value on an interval of positive length, then we set qv+1 qv. If,
however, A* is uniquely determined by (5.3) then the discriminant â(Q) (with
respect to the period k+1) has a critical point at Q qv - A*. In particular, this will
be the case if /v+1>iv. According to §3 ail solutions of y" (qv(x)-A*)y satisfy
(3.6) with I k+1. Therefore, if <£i, <£2 is a basis with Wronskian 1, then the
functions <PX, 4>2, <2>3 defined by (4.2) hâve period l,,+1. If <Pl9 <P2 are normalized so

that the <!>, are orthogonal then we set

qv+1 qv + e<t>3. (5.4)

Then A (A, qv+i) has the value rv+1 are a noncritical value, if e >0 is near zéro. It
also has the period lv+1 since lv divides 1^,+^ Moreover, if e is chosen small enough
the noncritical values ru r2,..., rv are also noncritical for qv+1 and (5.2) will be

satisfied. This complètes the construction of the séquence of periodic potentials qv

of period lv.

(c) Smallness condition: Now we will sélect the numbers ev recursively so that
(i) qv converges uniformly to a limit periodic function q in ||q - qo|l < ^î-

(ii) (^(A) a (A, qv) converges uniformly on compact intervais to a continuous
function a (A), having the properties given in the theorem.

(iii) The rotation number a(A, q) exists and agrées with a(A).
(iv) The interior of the intervais of constancy of a (A) form a dense set E on

the real axis.

(v) The spectrum of -D2 + q is contained in the complément of E, hence is

nowhere dense.

In the following we will prove thèse five claims which imply the above

theorem.
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In order to define the ev we introduce the resolvents

Rv(k) (-D2^-qv-krx; R(k) (-D2 + q-k)~\ (5.5)

By construction the interval IJV aZ1(rJ) is for / 0,1,2,..., v an interval of
positive length whose interior belongs to the résolvent set of -D2 + qv. For / ^ 1

thèse intervais are bounded and for j 0 it extends to —<». Let tv>0 be a

monotone decreasing séquence tending to 0 and pick for j'^la closed subinterval

IJ^cint JJtV, with the same center as IJV and so that the measure

m(Ihv-I>hv) <2tv. (5.6)

For / 0 we take I'OtV as half infinité interval with

Then jRv(à) is bounded in l\v and we set

Bv max sut

Let rj>0 be the number given in the theorem and 8v a positive séquence
satisfying

Then we set e0 ^ and for v ^ 1

èl (5-7)

Then from (5.2), (5.7) we hâve, in particular,

Therefore the séquence qv converges uniformly to a limit periodic function q(x)
with

oo

llq-qoll<î| Z Sv tj

verifying (i) of our claim.
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From the other restrictions of (5.7) foliows that for any fixed v and p

0,1,...

and hence

lk+p-qJë^r(Ô1 + S2+- • 0 ^-. (5.8)

From this we conclude that J,'„ belongs to the résolvent set of -D2 + qv+p for any
pâO. Indeed, from the résolvent identity

we obtain the estimate

For A e /;,„ we hâve by (5.8)

and hence

which proves that I'hv belongs to the résolvent set of -D2 + qv+p.
The same holds true for any potential

and hence the value of its rotation number is rational for À g Vhv. Because of the
continuous dependence the value of a(À, ql) is independent of t, and hence

a,,+p(À) a,,(A) r} for A g Pjv and j'^ v^ v + p.

Therefore

i;.v<=/,.v+p for /SvSv + p. (5.9)
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In particular, if A, is the midpoint of IhJ we hâve A, e I'u and

rJ for v^j. (5.10)

This proves that for A A, the séquence of monotone functions av(À)
converges for v-*oo. We claim that it converges for ail real A. Indeed, given any
À, e >0 we can find À,, Àk so that

A,<A<Ak, rJ=aJ(AJ)^ov(A)^ov(Ak) rfc<rJ + e

for ail v^jj k. This is possible since ail numbers r, -which form a dense set-are
taken on by Ov(A). Hence for any p>0

|av(A)-ov+p(A')|<2e if A,<A, A'<Ak.

In particular, for A' A we see that ov(A)->a(A) and

|a(A)-a(A')|<2e for A,<A, A'<Ak.

This shows that a,,(A) converges to a continuous monotone increasing function
a(A), taking on ail values ^0. Moreover, by (5.10),

Similarly, we see that the convergence av —» a is uniform on compact sets.

Indeed, otherwise there would exist a séquence A(n)—»A for which
|a,,B(À(n)) - a(X)\ > 8 > 0. But if e |ô and if we construct Ar Ak as before such that
AJ<A<Ak, 0<rk<rJ + e then for any sufficiently large n we have A^A^^A*.
and hence

\aVn(kn)-a(k)\<2€=ô,

which gives the desired contradiction.
Next we show that a(A) is indeed the rotation number for y" (q(x) — A)y : Let

„ NOU) r N(jc, A)
a =7rhm a± TT lim

for any nontrivial solution y(x) of our differential équation, say one with y(0) 0,
y'(0) l. Set
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and

so that

and qv, q^ are periodic functions of period lv. By the comparison argument we
hâve for the number of zéros N(x, A, p) of a nontrivial solution of y" (p-À)y
with y(0) 0

N(x, A, qj ^N(x, A, q)^N(x, A, qv)

and hence

T|v) a(A + r\v, qv) a(A, qj a*(A) ^ a*(A) ^ a(A, q^) a(A - tîv, qv)

«v(A-tîv).

Because of the uniform convergence on compact sets of av —» a we conclude that

i.e. we hâve equality in ail places. This proves (iii) of the claim.
Next we show that the set

(5.11)
1=0

is dense on the real axis. For this purpose we make use of the spécial labelling of
the rational numbers rp which was chosen so that rl9 r2,..., rv(N) is a complète list
of ail rationals with denominators 2N in the half open interval (0, N]. We set

qv(N)(x)> AN(A) a(A, QN)

and analogue to I]v we define the intervais

We pick a closed subinterval JTJtNc:int JJtN, j^l with the same center as JhN and
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so that the measure

m(JhN-J'hN)<2tN (5.12)

where

*N Tv(N)«

The half interval J'0N is defined similarly as VQtV, We show more than (5.11) if we
establish that the set

oo V(N)

E'= U U J',,N^E
N=l j=O

is dense.

For this purpose it is obviously sufficient to show that for any open interval
âczR1

v(N)

4nU -W0 (5.13)

if N is large enough.
We chose a compact interval [Al9 A2]^>A with A2>0, A!<minx (qo(x)-7)) so

that AN(À) 0 for À^A^ Moreover, we pick N so large that

AN(A)^rv(N) N for Ài=A2. (5.14)

This is possible, since by (2.2), for À>0

^ qo|| + T| + A

hence

and (5.14) follows if we choose

By construction AN takes on ail rationals rl9 r2,..., rv(N) on intervais of
positive length, i.e. none of those intervais in [Au A2] collapse to a point.
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We estimate the distance between two neighboring instability intervais

[6* tïn] Jn A^ir), [&, r^] J+ A^(r+) (5.15)

where r, r+ r + 2"N are two neighboring numbers of the set r0, rl9..., rv(N), so

that

Then the distance between JN and J£ can be estimated by

(5.16)

For the proof we recall that AN(À) is strictly monotone increasing in tjn <à <
Çh and by the inequality below (3.3) satisfies there the inequality

Hence, with r s2~N,

since l^s^N • 2N, which proves our estimate (5.16). This shows that the gaps
between adjacent instability intervais tends to zéro. Because of the construction of
the J'hN the distance of thèse intervais intersecting [Al9 A2] will be at most
2tN 2tv(n) bigger, i.e.

Since this séquence tends to zéro this number will be smaller than the length of A

if N is large enough. This proves (5.13), and hence the claim (iv).

Finally we observe that by construction the intervais J'iN, J 0,1,..., v(N)
belong to the résolvent set of L -D2 + q. Therefore, since E' is dense, the

spectrum of L is nowhere dense, and ail our claims of (c) are proven.
The theorem at the beginning of this section is clearly a conséquence of thèse

claims.

Remark 1. We showed that the spectrum of L -D2 + q is contained in the
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complément of the set E, defined by (5.11). Actually this spectrum agrées with the
complément of E, as we want to verify now.

For this purpose we first show that the intervais

tend for N—»o° to the interval

for any r rr
By our construction the interval J'N belongs to the résolvent set of -D2

for every M^N. This implies

AM1(r) JM^J'N [Ç'N,T)'N] for M^N. (5.17)

On the other hand, the right endpoint t]M of JM stays below the interval (/£)'
contained in

Using our estimate (5.16) for the gap between JN and /£ we find

and because of (5.17)

for ail M^N. Thèse relations show that i)N is a Cauchy séquence, and let
tj* limN_^ tjn. Similarly £N —> £*.

From the convergence of AN(K) to a(À) it follows that

hence î}*St). If, however, tj*<tj then also
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for large N which implies

This is a contradiction since the right hand side tends to a(r)) r. Hence tj* tj
and similarly one proves £* £, i.e.

Finally we show that any point ££ E belongs to the spectrum of L -D2 + q.
Since E is dense there exists a séquence £v € £ converging to E. Moreover, we

may take £v as the left endpoints £Nv of JN which belong to the continuous
spectrum of LN -D2 + qN.

It is a standard resuit that the cluster spectrum of LN converges to that of L
since

Hence £ belongs to the spectrum a(L) of L, hence Ec<^a(L). Since we know
already that cr(L)c:Ec thèse two sets agrée.

Remark 2. The spectrum a(L) is a Cantor set, in particular a nowhere dense,

perfect set. It remains to show that every point À*e<x(L) is the cluster point of
cr(L). For this purpose we set a(À*) a and choose a séquence a» -» a, where av

are différent irrational numbers. Then the a~l(av) Àv belong to a(L) and,
because of the continuity of a (À), À* is the only cluster-point of {kv}. This proves
our claim, since \veEc cr(À).

Remark 3. By the same argument one can construct such limit periodic
potentials which are real analytic and not only continuous. One would pick q0 real

analytic and replace the norm || || by

||q||= sup \q(x)\
|Imx|<p

for some fixed p>0. The above argument goes through and yields a real analytic
potential q(x) with the above properties.

Remark 4. We mention without proof that the functional a a(q(x) — \) for
fixed period i is Hôlder continuous in the sensé that

|a(q1-A)-a(q2-A)|^c||q1-q2||1/2 if ||<h-q2||<l
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where c c{l, M) dépends on l and a bound for

However, c grows exponentially with /, like exp3JM, and one can not hope to
hâve Hôlder continuity for limit periodic potentials.

Finally we remark that the existence and continuity of a (À, q) can actually be
established for any almost periodic function q(x), as was shown by R. Johnson.

Moreover, one can relate this rotation number to the spectral resolution. In
particular, it is a constant in any interval contained in the résolvent set of -D2 + q.
In our case 2a (À, q) takes the values

s

2>

in the résolvent set which are precisely the nonnegative number of the frequency
mod 1. It is interesting that this phenomenon generalizes to quasi-penodic potentials,

i.e. 2a (À., q) takes on values of the frequency module when À is in the
résolvent set. Thèse and other properties of the rotation number will be published
elsewhere.
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